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We measured the excitation functions of the A = 4278 Aband of the first negative system of the N~ ion.
The luminescence was excited by collision with ions and atoms of He, Ne, and Ar with energy 1-30 keV
and with nitrogen molecules. It is concluded that in the excitation of the A = 4278 Aband by ion impact
a predominant role is played by the charge-exchange process. The excitation cross sections of the
level B 2~u (v = 0) of the N~ ion is compared with the total cross sections for the production of this ion,
obtained with the aid of a mass-spectrometer procedure.
INTRODUCTION
WHEN singly- charged positive ions pass through nitrogen, N~ ions are produced as a result of the processes
of charge exchange
(I)
and ionization
(II)
If atoms that do not form stable negative ions (atoms of

noble gases) pass through the nitrogen, the N~ ions can
be produced only as a result of ionization processes
(III)

The Wz ions produced in the processes (I)- (III) may
be not only in the electronic ground state, but also in
excited states. The presence of excited N; ions (in the
region where the beam of fast particles passes through
the nitrogen) is revealed by their emission spectrum.
By measuring the intensity of the bands of this spectrum
pertaining to the same upper vibrational level of the
electronic transition, it is possible to determine the
effective excitation cross section of this level. Significant conclusions can be drawn also by measuring the
intensity of only one band of the system, i.e., by measuring the effective excitation cross section of this band.
In the present investigation, we measured the effective cross sections for the excitation of the band
A = 4278 A (0, 1) of the first negative system of the
N~ (1 ns N;) (electronic transition B~;- X 2~g) in the
case when beams of He, Ne, and Ar ions and atoms, with
energies from 1 to 30 keV, pass through the nitrogen.
These measurements were made in order to clarify the
characteristic features of the excitation functions of
the A = 4278 Aband excited by like charged and neutral
particles. In addition, by comparing the data of the
present work with the result of mass spectrometer
measurements of the total effective cross sections for
the production of N; ions, we can determine the ratio of
the N~ ions in the B~; (v = 0) state to the total number
of these ions produced in the same process.
The effective cross section for the production of
N~ (B 2~;) ions in collisions between noble-gas ions and
91

N2 molecules were measured also in [1, 2 J. Insofar as we
know, no such measurements were made with atoms of
noble gases.
APPARATUS
The experimental setup used for the measurement is
shown in Fig. 1. The ion beam was formed and accelerated by a system consisting of an arc ion source 1 and a
three-electrode lens 2. The focused and accelerated
ion beam was directed to the neutralizer chamber 3.
The electric field of capacitor 4 eliminated the admixture of charged particles from the beam of particles
leaving the neutralizer. The pure atomic beam was then
directed to the collision chamber 5. Magnet 7, located
in this chamber, prevented the electrons knocked out
from its walls from penetrating into the region from
which the glow of the N; (B 2~u) ions entered the ISP- 51
spectrograph. An achromatic lens 8 was used to focus
the glow on the f1,lit of the spectrograph: The intensity
of the A = 4278 A band was measured photoelectrically.
A description of the photoelectric apparatus used for
these measurements is contained in l 3 J • The current of
the beam passing through the collision chamber was
measured with a detector 6, which was constructed in
such a way that it served as a Faraday cylinder in the
measurements of the current of the ion beam, and the
equivalent current of the atomic beam was determined
by measuring the temperature rise of a steel plate on
which this beam was incident. The signal from the
thermocouple secured to this plate was graduated in
terms of the charged-particle current.
The intensity of the A = 4278 A band was measured
with the nitrogen pressure in the collision chamber not
exceeding the upper limit of the region of linear dependence of the band intensity on the nitrogen pressure
(the region of single collisions). This limit was of the
order of 10-3 mm Hg. Channels 9 produced a pressure
drop between chambers 3 and 5 and the remaining part
of the setup.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Relative measurements were made of the effective
cross sections a* for the excitation of the A = 4278 A
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FIG. I. Diagram of the experimental setup.

band by ions and atoms of He, Ne, and Ar with energy
from 1 to 30 keV. To recalculate the relative values into
absolute ones, we used the effective excitation cross
sections of the A = 3914 A band (1 ns N;) by Ar• ions,
as obtained by Neff and Carletonr 11 , and the intensity
ratios I4278/I39t 4 taken from the paper by Bates r4 J.
The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 2
in the form of plots of a* against the velocity of the exciting particles. For comparison, the same figure shows
the a*(v) plots as given by Neff and Carletonr 11 and by
Sheridan and Clarkr 211 >. In the upper part of Fig. 2 are
shown plots of ai(v) and ai(v) (ai and a~ are the total
effective cross section for the production of N~ ions by
fast ions and atoms), as obtained from other massspectrometer measurements rsJ 2 >.
From a comparison of the a*(v) curves for like ions
and atoms we can draw the following conclusions:
1) The values of at are approximately one order of
magnitude larger than a* (a~ and a* are the effective
a 1
a
o
cross sections for the excitation of the A = 4278 A band
by ions and atoms respectively).
2) The maxima of the a1(v) curves are shifted towards higher velocities compared with the maxima of
the at(v) curves.
As indicated in the introduction, when fast ions pass
through nitrogen, the N~ ions are produced as a result
of charge exchange and ionization (processes (I) and (II)),
whereas in collisions between fast atoms and nitrogen
molecules, the N;; ions are produced only as a result of
ionization processes (III)). It follows therefore that the
values of a'f and a* can be expressed by means of the
following e~uations~
O'i •

= or*

+ cru*,

au* ~ <1n1*,

(3)

(4)

From the published data on the measurement of the
effective cross sections of ionization of gases by like
ions and atomsr 7 ' 81 we can conclude that the approximate equality (3) is valid. As to the inequality (4), arguments presented below will show that it is also satisfied.
The a'f(v) curves for He• ions has a maximum at a
1
velocity Vmax ~ 10 8 em/sec. As is well known, the
maximum value of the effective cross section of an
atomic- collision process is reached at a colliding-particle relative velocity Vmax calculated on the basis of
the Massey adiabatic criterion
Vrr.ax

=

aJMJ/ h,

(5)

where a is the range of the interaction forces between
the colliding particles, .t.E is the resonance defect, and
h is Planck's constant.
If we assume that the maximum of the ai(v) curve
for the ions is connected with the charge-exchange
process (I), then we can calculate a from formula (5),
substituting in it the resonance defect of process (I)
d.cm 2

z-

(1)
(2)

aa. = O'nr·'

where

parison of the af(v) and a~(v) curves, is realized, in
particular, under the following conditions:

ai, ail' and a in are the effective cross sections

for the production of the ions N~ (B 2:E~, v = 0) in the
processes (I), (II), and (III) respectively.
The inequality at » a1, which follows from a com-

1 >To construct the a* (v) curves, the effective cross sections of the
excitation of the A.= 3914 A, measured in [ 1; 2 ], were multiplied by the
intensity ratios 14278 /1 3914 taken from the paper of Bates [4 ].
2 >1n [5] the cross sections for the production of NT and N+ ions were
measured in relative units. To obtain the values of
and
in absolute
units, a graduation was performed against the results of [6 ] , where the
total cross section for the formation of positive ions in collisions of He+
ions with nitrogen molecules was measured in absolute units.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the cross sections on the velocity of the
exciting particles. Solid curves - a* (v) for ions and atoms; dashed curves
- a•(v) for ions and atoms; dotted curves - a* (v) for ions as given by
[1• 2]. 0 -He+, X - Ne '· 0 - At·+, a- He•, 0- Ne0 , +- A:r0 • 0 Ar+ ['],
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EXCITATION OF THE A = 4278
with participation of the He.. ions, and the value Vmax
= 108 em/sec. It turns out to equal 7 A. Such a value of
a is obtained for many single-electron charge-exchange
processes[ 9 J.
Assuming that a has the same value 7 A for processes of type (I) with participation of the Ne• and Ar•, we
can determine Vmax of the a;(v) curves for these ions.
For the ions Ne• and Ar•, the values of Vmax are 4.7
x 10 7 and 5 x 10 7 em/sec, respectively. As follows from
the course of the ai(v) curves for these ions, their
maxima are in the velocity regions calculated on the
basis of formula (5) for the charge-exchange processes.
Were ionization the main process in the formation
of theN~ (B~~) by ion impact, then, owing to the increase of the resonance defect of the processes, the
maxima of the ai(v) curves would be shifted towards
larger velocities relative to the maxima due to the
charge-exchange processes. Such a shift of the maxima
is indeed observed in the case of the a~(v) curves, when
the ions N; (B~l'J) are produced only as a result of
ionization processes.
Thus, it can be concluded that aj » ail' i.e., the
main contribution to the formation of the N; (B~l'J) ions
by ion impact is made by charge-exchange processes.
This conclusion is valid not only in the case of the
production of the N; ions in the B~~ state, but also in
cases when these ions are produced in the ground state
and in other excited states, as follows from a comparison of the ai(v) and a;(v) curves shown in the upper
part of Fig. 2. In this case we also have the inequality
ai »
which is connected with the fact that the
charge-exchange processes make the main contribution
to the formation of the N~ ions in all the electronic
states. This is seen particularly clearly in a comparison of the (v) and a~ (v) curves for the Ar• ions at
low velocities. The value of ai for this velocity region
increases rapidly with decreasing velocity, owing to the
fact that the ai(v) curve should have a maximum at a
velocity 3 x 10 6 em/sec, connected with the formation of
N~ ions in the ground state by the charge-exchange
process. In the same velocity region, the value of a~
decreases quite rapidly with decreasing velocity.
The dominating contribution of the charge exchange
processes to the formation of the N~ ions in ion impact
affects also the shape of the ai(v) curve for Ne• ions,
the inflection on which in the velocity region 4-4.5
x 10 7 em/sec is obviously connected with the presence
of a maximum of the corresponding a:t'(v) curve in this
.
1
ve 1oct"ty reg~on.
Having the values of the effective cross sections a*
and a•, we can calculate the ratio 'T1 = aB ;a• (aB is the
effective cross section for the excitation of the zeropoint vibrational level of the B2~l'J state of the
ion),
equal to the ratio of the number of m(B~~' v = 0) ions
to the total number of these ions. The values of aB can
be calculated by multiplying the values of a* by the factor ~W0k/W0 z, where W 0 z is the probability of the transition corresponding to the A = 4278 A band, and ~Wok is
the sum of the probabilities of the transition from the
zero-point vibrational level of the state B~~ to all the
low-lying vibrational levels of the ground state x 2~g of
theN; ion.
Using the values of W0 k taken from the paper of
Bates[ 4 J, the authors calculated the effective cross sec-
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tions aB and the values of 'TI· The values of 11 for several values of the energy of the exciting particles are
listed in the table.
It should be noted that if we were to use for the
normalization of the effective cross sections a* to the
absolute values not the data of Neff and Carleton[ 11 , but
the data of Sheridan and Clark[21 , then the values of 'T1
listed in the table would have to be doubled. This would
lead to unreasonably large values of 'Tii for the Ne+ ions.
By virtue of this, we must assume that the results of
Sheridan and Clark are overestimated. This is precisely why we used the data of Neff and Carleton for the
normalization of a*.
The values of 11 listed in the table are a manifestation of the course of the functions aB(v) and a+(v) in the
investigated interval of exciting-particle energy. Thus,
the fact that 'T1 for Ne+ ions are much larger than for the
other particles is a result of the fact that the energy
interval 5-30 keV is located near the maximum of the
function aB(v) for these ions. The steep drop of the
value of 'T1 with decreasing energy for the Ar .. ions is
connected with the presence of a maximum of the function a+(v) in the region of low energies. The decrease
of 11 with decreasing energy of the He, Ne, and Ar atoms
is a reflection of the fact that the functions aB(v) have
in that energy region a steeper drop with decreasing
energy than the functions a•(v).
Student M. M. Yarashevskaya of the Khar'kov State
University took part in the measurements.
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